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The Sanad Foundation is a non-profit

organization that aims to build a strong and

creative connection between the Australian

Muslim Community and its Islamic Scholarly

heritage. 

Our mission is to: 

Serve the spiritual and intellectual needs

of the Australian Muslim community and

create the conditions required to

contribute meaningfully and positively to

its cultural, religious, social, and political

contexts.

Establish a sustainable fund for the

purpose of funding the education of

future Islamic Scholars.

Further information: www.sanad.org.au
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Subject 1: Seerah
Introduction to the Seerah (Prophetic Biography): 

From Hawaa (Desire) to Ubuudiyyah (Submission)

Course Guide 2021 Sanad
Foundation

Taught by Mohamed Acharki

Subject 2: Philosophy of Science
Introduction to the History, Sociology, and

Philosophy of Science

 
Taught by Shabeer Zacky

Islamic Sciences 

& Thought Seminary 
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Schedule

1 Field of Seerah and Sources Charting the Landscape: Science
and its Cultural Significance 

2 Huquuq Al-Mustafaa What’s in a word? The naming of
‘Science’ and the history of a
tradition

 
3 Ash-Shamaa’il

 
The Social Epistemology of Science:
Science and Scientists in the
Modern Society
 4 Dalaail An-Nubuwwah The Metaphysics of Modern
Science: Naturalism

 5 Makkan Period: Pre-Prophetic Jahiliy
Period of Hawaa and Dawn of New
Prophetic Order of Ubuudiyya

Science and The Human

6 Makkan Period: Appearance of
Islam, Spread and Reactions
 

 

Preliminary considerations for an
Islamic Philosophy of Science

 7 Makkan Period: Further Spread,
Hostility and Containment
 

The Scientific Attitude, and the
Existential Mood

8 Madeenan Period: Emigration,
Independence and Establishment
of Islamic Society and State
 

 

Design in Nature

9 Madeenan Period: Further
Development of Islamic Society,
Spread and Completion
 

 

The Sciences in the view of
Bediuzzaman Said Nursi 
(session taught by Turhan Yolcu)

10 Struggle (Jihaad), Military
Campaigns (Maghaaziy) and the
Rightly Guided Caliphs
 

Closing considerations 
for an Islamic
Philosophy  of Science
 

Wk  Seerah                           Philosophy        
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Mohamed has studied intermediate to advanced texts in all disciplines

comprising a traditional shariah curriculum, as well as completed a

bachelor in Islamic studies (with a focus on Quran and Hadith sciences)

in Morocco. 

Mohamed completed concurrent degree in education and sociology

(University of Melbourne), arts degree in politics and philosophy

(started at University of Melbourne and completed at Latrobe) and a

masters in international relations (Monash University).

He is currently continuing his study of multiple disciplines online due to

restrictions on physical study abroad as a result of covid-19.

Shabeer has completed degrees in philosophy and education at the

University of Melbourne.

His past research in the field of education focused on both the theory

and practical implementation of philosophy in the primary and

secondary school classroom, whilst his current projects involves an

introductory Philosophy course for the tertiary level. 

MOHAMED ACHARKI

SHABEER ZACKY
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Teachers
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Introduction to the Seerah

(Prophetic Biography): 

From Hawaa (Desire) to

Ubuudiyyah (Submission)

Taught by Mohamed Acharki
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Week 5: Makkan Period: Pre-Prophetic Jahiliy Period of Hawaa and Dawn

of New Prophetic Order of Ubuudiyya

Week 6: Makkan Period: Appearance of Islam, Spread and Reactions

Week 7: Makkan Period: Further Spread, Hostility and Containment

Week 8: Madeenan Period: Emigration, Independence and Establishment

of Islamic Society and State

Week 9: Madeenan Period: Further Development of Islamic Society,

Spread and Completion

Week 10: Struggle (Jihaad), Military Campaigns (Maghaaziy) and the

Rightly Guided Caliphs

Week 1: Field of Seerah and Sources

Week 2: Huquuq Al-Mustafaa

Week 3: Ash-Shamaa’il

Week 4: Dalaail An-Nubuwwah

SECTION 1: SEERAH SCHOLARSHIP AND 
ITS ANCILLARY DISCIPLINES 

www.sanad.org.au
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Seerah

SECTION 2: SEERAH PROPER: 
THE CHRONOLOGICAL EVENTS OF THE 
PROPHET’S LIFE 

ReadingsTBA
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You will be introduced to the field of scholarship that recounts and

examines the life of the Prophet Muhammad, the Seerah and its

ancillary disciplines.

You will acquire knowledge about the different disciplines and genres

of writing that together instruct one on how to approach, benefit from

and develop a proper understanding of the Prophet’s person and life.

For a Muslim the immediate purpose of this activity is to develop a

strong relationship with the Prophet through deepening one’s faith and

love of him. Through a deeper appreciation of the Prophetic figure one

secures the honour of being a devoted member in the final genuine

Prophetic community.

An understanding of the Seerah is an indispensable means to be able to

gain a holistic and authentic understanding of Islam, as it provides one

with the framework needed to contextualize, provide unity to and make

sense of the different texts that separately provide isolated facts about

Islamic beliefs, norms and practices.

The subject aim is to start you down the right path to realizing these

goals.

SUBJECT SYNOPSIS
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Seerah
Introduction to the Seerah (Prophetic Biography): 

From Hawaa (Desire) to Ubuudiyyah (Submission)
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Achieve an understanding of the central significance and moral of

the Prophetic Biography and, hence, Islam: namely, the struggle

against Hawaa in all its dimensions and liberation from it through a

life committed and dedicated to God.

Acquire an understanding of the characteristics-physical and

dispositional- of the Prophet through an introduction to the field of

Shamaail and examination of two of the most personal and defining

dispositions of the Prophet, servanthood (‘Ubuudiyyah) and

compassion (Rahmah).

Develop an understanding of some of the beliefs and etiquettes one

must observe with the Prophet through an introduction to the field of

the Huquuq of the Prophet.

Explore the relationship between Prophecy and miracles in Islamic

theology and the different and major miracles that manifested

themselves in the Prophet’s life. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 
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Examine the major phases constituting the Prophetic biography: the

pre-prophetic Jahiliy period of Hawaa, the early and late Makkan

periods and the early and late Madeenan Periods.

Understand the Seerah as an epoch demanding deep and perennial

contemplation (I’tibaar) due to it representing a watershed and

unparalleled point in history in which certain timeless Sunan of God

of significance for individuals and collectives struggling for

liberation from Hawaa and submission to God were being disclosed

and revealed. 

Gain knowledge of the military battles (Ghazawaat) initiated by the

Prophet, as the head of the Madeenan state, a central dimension of

Seerah writing and understand the pretexts for their occurrence,

features and aims

Begin to learn how to develop a deeper and more illuminating

historical and structural understanding of the Seerah through

appreciating some of the underlying anthropological institutions and

structures that characterized communal life in the first Islamic

community such as the extended family (Al-‘Aaila Al-Mumtaddah or   

 Al-‘Asheera), the minimal state and the function of Islamic law.

LEARNING OUTCOMES (CONTINUED)
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In this lecture students will be introduced to the field of the Seerah. The

Seerah is a field of historiography that is primarily dedicated to

chronicling and describing the events that took place during the life of

the Prophet Muhammad, both before and after receiving his Prophetic

mandate. A description of the pivotal periods and developments in the

Prophet’s life, including their causes and effects, as transmitted in

Prophetic traditions represents the core of this form of discursive

writing on the Seerah.

Next, students will be introduced to a different modality of Seerah

narrative in which Prophetic events are framed as the temporal

manifestation of some of God’s greatest signs and acts; of an

elementary struggle between truth and falsehood, as well as an

unfolding and disclosure of a genuine model of the Godly (Rabbaniy)

man and community focused around the radiant personality, acts and

tutelage of a chosen Prophet. This dimension of seerah narrative

depends on the intellectual virtue of ‘I’tibaar’ or contemplation, a

hermeneutical practice central to a faith oriented reading of history.

Through I’tibaar the temporal events and developments reported in the

Seerah are seen through the prism of the Qur’aan’s unique depiction of

the universe in general and periods of Prophetic tenure in particular.

Here the Seerah is understood to manifest lessons that are of a

timeless and miraculous nature in which its occurrences are

transformed into a universal reference and beacon of guidance and

wisdom for genuine ethical conduct and struggle. 
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Week 1
Field of Seerah and Sources 
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In the final part of this lecture, the historical sources from which the

material of the Seerah is drawn will be explored. Following from last

year’s course on Hadith Sciences, the nature of Hadith historiography-

especially as it pertains to testimony and authenticity- will be re-visited.

Building on this summary, the meaning of statements made by Muslim

scholars to the effect that the Seerah is largely constituted from weak

Hadith sources will be examined and unpacked. Moreover, it will

explained that an accurate depiction and reconstruction of the core of

the Prophetic biography is possible from authentic and reliable sources.

The main early and later sources of Seerah will also be identified.

www.sanad.org.au
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Week 1
Field of Seerah and Sources (Continued)
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In this week an important set of ethical practices required of believers

in their interactions with the Prophet will be explored, as well as the

tradition of writing and commentary that has recorded and clarified

them.

The use of the concept of Huquuq in general in the Islamic scholarly

tradition emerged very early on and denoted the rights and obligations

owed by Muslims to others. In particular the quasi ethico-legal concept

of Huquuq captured the different types of duties that legally

responsible Muslims were to observe in their relationship with both God

and his creation. 

It is in revelation, the Qur’aan and Hadith, that the rights, duties and

etiquettes owed by people to the Prophet are first mentioned. With the

passage of time a rich and specialized field of scholarship focused on

identifying and explaining the comportment believers must observe in

their relationship with the Prophet was established. 

The rationale for the practices seen as constitutive of the Huquuq of the

Prophet is the special status and station attributed to the Prophet by

God in which the Prophet is seen, both during his life and following his

passing, as an intermediary appointed by God between Himself and His

creation. In particular, the Prophet is seen as a guide and mercy

dispatched to believers and all of mankind, as well as the highest

embodiment of human perfection. As a consequence, believers are

commanded to continuously cultivate their relationship with the

Prophet. This relationship requires the observation of certain 

duties and etiquettes that express a believer’s recognition, 

veneration and love of the Prophet of God. 

www.sanad.org.au
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Week 2 
Huquuq (Rights) Al-Mustafaa
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In this lecture we will look at some key early Huquuq identified by

revelation and instances of its observance by companions in the time of

the Prophet and prominent personalities in the first generations of

Muslims. This varied exploration will help to demonstrate that the

Huquuq are a field of practices which both include certain distinct

etiquettes deemed to be indispensable for all believers, in addition to a

fluid and personal set of practices that have been expressive of the

personal and spontaneous sensibilities of specific individuals in

different times and places. 

Next, some other key etiquettes considered essential in our

comportment to the Prophet in Huquuq literature will be highlighted, as

well as the ongoing movement of piety by scholars involving introducing

and developing new practices seen expressive of the central ethic of

venerating the Prophet. 

Finally, some key works belonging to the tradition of Huquuq will be

presented.
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Week 2 
Huquuq (Rights) Al-Mustafaa (Continued)
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In this week’s lecture another key area of scholarship that developed

historically in order to study the life and person of the Prophet

Muhammad will be examined, the Shamaa’il or Characteristics of the

Prophet Muhammad. The Shamaa’il refers to both the physical and

character traits of the Prophet and, hence, is an area of scholarship that

seeks to investigate particular Hadiths in which information regarding

the Prophet’s appearance and character have been reported either

directly or indirectly, in addition to generating focused commentary on

the traits identified.

The Shamaa’il involves an intimate look at the physical description and

personality of the Prophet Muhammad in an attempt to outline an

accurate  personal depiction of the man at the centre of the community

of believers. In addition to providing an true and reliable portrait of the

Prophet, an integral aim of the Shamaa’il tradition is to disclose the

human and moral perfection that was and is the Prophet Muhammad and,

hence, encourage the purest of love in the hearts of believers.   

In this lecture we will look at a selection of some traditions that convey

both direct and indirect information concerning the Shamaa’il of the

Prophet Muhammad, as well as take a look at some of the commentary

penned by the scholars on these selections.

Next, a more focused examination of the Prophet’s personality will be

conducted in which the two traits of character that most accurately

characterise the Prophet’s inner and outer state (that is, disposition)

will be explored, servanthood (Ubuudiyya) and compassion (Rahma). By

state it is meant his most elementary and reflexive psychological 

and embodied mode of relating to entities around him. 
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Week 3 
Ash-Shamaa’il (Characteristics)
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ervanthood or ‘Ubudiyyah refers to the Prophet’s heightened sensitivity

to the divine prescence-to the ‘Truth’-in which the radical dependence

of the world for its moment to moment persistence on God’s will and

mercy are perceived. In this mode of awareness, the Prophet was in a

constant state of realization or witnessing (Shuhuud) of the utter

dependence of everything, including himself, on God’s will, a state

which compelled in him a total psychological and emotional sense of

dependence, surrender, gratitude and yearning towards the true

foundation of being, God. 

Hence, ‘Ubuudiyya depicts the inner most nature of the Prophet’s

relationship to God, an uninterrupted communion that is a product of a

penetrating comprehension and experience of the true nature of

existence and a concomitant state of complete surrender and

dependence, awe and reverence, gratitude and love towards God. It

was this enduring state that enabled the Prophet to attain to the closest

from of Wilaaya that any being has enjoyed with God.

As for compassion, it refers to the Prophet’s most basic orientation to

the world, to God’s creatures, animate and inanimate, believing and

disbelieving. From his earliest up until his final years the Prophet is

depicted as strongly motivated by compassion and empathy for those

around him, a trait that induced in him a great sense of empathy and

concern for all people and creatures. Compassion involves a strong

desire for others to attain good and a keen concern regarding their  
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Ash-Shamaa’il (Characteristics) (Continued)
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welfare. This trait shone forth radiantly from the Prophet and was

tangible to those all around him. 

With the descent and introduction of revelation this emotion was only

augmented further, as the Prophet sharply desired the good bought by

revelation to reach all his people and, beyond the spatial and temporal

of his life, to all of mankind. Moreover, it was a central element in

maintaining a strong sense of solidarity and community through creating

close bonds of loyalty and love between himself and his companions

that could endure any challenges resulting from the enmity felt by

sections of Arabia towards his growing power. Such a desire to

facilitate good and prevent harm was so great that at times even

revelation would have to caringly intervene to limit and re-direct it,

instructing the Prophet to temper it by other noble traits demanded in

certain circumstances. 
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Week 3 
Ash-Shamaa’il (Characteristics) (Continued)
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In week 4 the field of Seerah scholarship pertaining to Miracles that

were manifested in the Prophet’s life will be explored.

In Islamic theology miracles are an integral part of discussions of

Prophecy, both Prophecy in general and in relation to the Prophet

Muhammad specifically. Miracles are held to be the primary means

through which a Prophet demonstrates the truth of his claim to divine

messengership. Miracles are a phenomenon involving an interruption of

the ordinary physical laws (customs) that order reality. Moreover, they

act as a confirmation from God of a Prophet’s claim to his people to be

a messenger sent by God.

Scholars have dedicated considerable effort to collecting and

elucidating the miracles that occurred and were wrought during the life

of the Prophet. This special genre is known as the Dalaail an-Nubuwwah

or proofs of Prophecy. After the passing of the Prophet these narrations

and works function to impress and instill in believers the extraordinary

person of the Prophet and validate the divine source of his mission.

Like Prophets before him many sensory and finite miracles were

manifested through the Prophet. These are numerous and the first

community of believers was a first hand witness to these remarkable

events inexplicable in any ordinary empirical terms. However, in addition

to these contingent miracles the Prophet laid claim to a miracle

categorically different from those Prophets that preceded him, the

Qur’aan. The Qur’aan represented an eternal and unique miracle that

was conferred on the Prophet as a consequence of his universal 

mission and his status as the final messenger to be sent as a 

divine envoy to mankind.
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Week 4 
Dalaail An-Nubuwwah 
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In this lecture we will look at an array of miracles associated with the

Prophet Muhammad. Firstly, the persistent miracle of the Qur’aan will be

investigated. The Qur’aan literally means ‘the recitation’ and during the life

of the Prophet was experienced as a regular series of verbal recitals

presented to the sixth century Arabs in their native language, a nation who

deeply valued the cultural practice of oral composition of stirring prose

and verse and whom possessed a rich language fitting for such a purpose.

The Qur’aan descended into the midst of this rhetorically inclined cultural

and immediately left a powerful impression in the ears and imagination of

the assemblies that gathered around the Prophet to hear its recital. 

Inexplicably for a man of no prior or known literary education, the melody

of the Qur’aan was simultaneously transcendent and yet reminiscent of

the customary rhythms and forms of Arab verse and prose, and painted

from the vibrant colours of the Arabic literary repertoire stirring images

that immediately turned heads and bent hearts to the Prophet.

Furthermore, inlaid in this vessel was the content and message of the

Qur’aan that contained meanings and prescriptions that radically departed

from the themes of 6th century Arabic discourse and whose vision and

intent were far beyond the capacity of the Prophet. Into the midst of pagan

tribal society, drops of the Qur’aan would steadily rain down over a period

of 23 years with a message aimed at affecting the growth of a new way of

life for individuals and society based on discovering the truth, living

ethically and establishing justice in preparation for the world to come.

Next, a range of temporary sensory miracles will be examined including

miracles that inhered in the very body of the Prophet, as well as those that

issued forth from it. Moreover, in order to demonstrate the truth of these

miracles reasons for accepting them will be given such as the 

integrity of the Prophet himself and those individuals 

surrounding him who witnessed them.
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Week 4 
Dalaail An-Nubuwwah (Continued)
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In the Jahiliyy period we will see that overriding spirit is one that the

Quraan describes in many places as Hawaa or desire. This is a

normative order which exhibited an increasing tendency towards basing

conduct in different areas of life on narrow individual and tribal

preferences, inclinations and desires in a manner increasingly

disconnected from the guidance of authentic religious and ethical

teachings.

Of course, in the context of 6th century Arabia, this impulsive cultural

spirit existed alongside the final remaining vestiges of a religious and

ethical order that had been established by earlier Prophets whom had

been dispatched to the descendants of the contemporary Arabs. It is a

symbiosis of this order of Hawaa and the last distorted remnants of the

rapidly vanishing Abrahamic religious culture that capture the

conflicted ethos of Makkan society on the eve immediately preceding

the dawn of a new Prophetic mission to be bestowed by Divine grace on

the man know widely as Ameen or the Trustworthy.

In this week the nature and manifestations of this order in the everyday

existence of the Makkans will be briefly described and unpacked, with

a closer focus on the Hawaa ethos central to it.

In the second part of the lecture, an examination of the Prophet in his

pre-Prophetic days in this Hawaa driven order will be undertaken. As a

Makkan participating in daily events, the Prophet was intimately familiar

with the worrying moral developments afoot. Dismayed at the 
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Makkah: Pre-Prophetic Jahiliy Period of Hawaa and Dawn

of New Prophetic Order of Ubuudiyya
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deteriorating moral conditions-a stable facet of religious

consciousness in all times-was foremost in the psyche of the Prophet

and the concerns produced by such a mindset would lead the Prophet

to become increasingly alienated from Makkan society eventuating in

increasingly protracted retreats in the outskirts of Makkah.

Hence, in this part of the lecture a general anthropological overview of

Makkah and a sketch of the Prophet 's daily activities in the Pre-

prophetic period will be covered through an inspection of the well

known traditions that describe the Prophet 's early manhood. This will

take us right up to the early premonitions (Irhaasaat) of Prophethood

and the Prophet 's silent vigils on the Mountain of Light, where the first

divine revelations are communicated.

To conclude we will take account of some of the key Sunan of God that

were about to materialize in Makkah, including clarifying the key meta-

Sunnah that was to play out over the course of the Prophet 's mission,

namely the movement from the Pre-Prophetic Jahiliy Period of Hawaa

the New Prophetic Order of Ubuudiyya.It is this pivotal ethical

transformation that would unravel over the next 23 years during the life

of the Prophet and transform the Prophet’s mission into an intimate

human story of universal relevance to mankind for all subsequent ages.
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In this week the early mission of the Prophet will be explored. The

Seerah in the early years of the Prophet 's mission focuses on two main

phases: 1) the clandestine phase of the Prophet 's mission and 2) the

public phase. 

We will take a look at the thematic gist of the early revelations received

by the Prophet in the secret stage of his mission and his early attempts

and successes in converting members of his close family and kin group.

The Prophet 's intense concern and empathy will be highlighted.

Moreover, special focus will be given to the early period of the public

stage of the Prophet 's mission in Makkah and the struggles he would

encounter. The instant and quick diffusion of the news of the Prophets

mission in Makkah will be described, as well as the early reactions. In

particular the reaction of those who most vividly embodied the Jahiliyy

ethic of Hawaa upon coming into contact with the new Message quickly

flooding through the streets and assemblies of Makkah will be

identified, as it is in the crucible of this encounter and clash that the

early phase of the Prophetic mission was to materialise.

A look at the new metaphysical outlook, worldview of man and religious

ethic that was being preached and taught by the Prophet will be

conducted and the transformation of the previous ethos it was

engendering. The role of the Quraanic revelations in effecting this new

‘ethical imaginary’ will be highlighted throughout.

We will conclude by chronicling the increasing conversion and 

rising persecution that ultimately culminated in the first Hijrah 

to Abyssinia.
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In this week we will explore the spread of Islam in Makkah under the

guidance of which the spiritual, moral and social foundations of this

novel way of life would develop further. In this period, the Prophet

would further preach and impart the new spiritual and moral teachings

to his believers, clansman and visitors. In particular, the underlying

objective of struggle against all forms of desire and surrender to the

sole will of God through focuses on purification, acquisition of

revelatory knowledge, prayer, piety to all and charity would be

expanded. 

Under the shade of the Prophet’s patronage and companionship a

reconfiguration of how individuals were relating to the world was taking

place; previous moral relations honoured though neglected by the

Makkans were being revived and reformed, as well as new moral

relations erected and established, all within an overriding ethos of

devotion to God and preparation to return to him. At the centre of this

activity was the Prophet imparting and imbibing in his companions new

dispositions and orientations; silence, contemplation, study, asceticism,

prayer, charity, aid of the poor, humility, justice, piety to parents,

neighbors, family, orphans, women, wayferers, remembrance of God,

sincerity and so forth. Moreover, in the late Makkan period these new

ethics were now starting to assume the form of specific sets of

obligations and duties such as the five Prayers and pacts of

brotherhood. 
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However, this new ethic of submission to the authority of God, as well

as the revitalized and novel ethical and social set of relations it was

engendering was provoking further hostility within the still powerful

tribal order of Makkan society. Although an initial siege of the small

Muslim Community had been abolished by sympathetic sections of the

non-Muslim Makkans themselves and members of the first emigration to

Abyssinia had returned, persecution was intensifying as the Makkans

sought to contain the growth of the new community through a more

dispersed and localized attempt to discipline members of the new

religion belonging to their own personal households and sub clans and

exact revenge against them. In many instances this policy of

containment and intimidation also included random acts of vigilantism. 

More worryingly, the physical safety of the Prophet was now to come

under direct threat of violence and death as a consequence of the

removal of certain factors that had previously deterred the Makkans.

Before these later years the persecution of the Prophet had been

largely subject to an ongoing campaign of revilement and derision-

though occasional acts of physical abuse and violence were committed.

However, with the death of some of his key patrons and the concomitant

failure of the Makkans to realize a re-unification of tribal Makkah the

Prophet would now become subject to direct and premeditated physical

attack following a realization by the Makkans that it was only through

the demise of the Prophet that a swift end could be brought to the

simmering conflict between the two orders of Islam and Jahiliyyah.

In this lecture this phase of the Prophet biography will be 

explored as well the main events that occurred during these 

later years of the Prophet’s Makkan mission.
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In this week we will explore the events immediately preceding the

emigration of the Muslim community to Yathrib, or Medeenah, as well

the first years of the new Madeenan phase. 

In the final years of the Makkan phase the Prophet hoped for the spread

of Islam in a neighboring or regional tribe in the hopes of securing

protection and asylum for himself and his followers, as well as a

location to more fully realize the vision of the new religion. Although

Quraysh would successfully intervene to subvert many of the Prophet’s

attempts, hope for the Prophet would finally arrive in the form of a

group of pagans from the oft-warring tribes of Aws and Khazraj. These

tribes would accept Islam through a series of secret trysts at ‘Aqabah

and pay allegiance to the Prophet in the form of an agreement to

receive and protect him and his followers in Madeenah. Thus, the

Prophet’s companions would commence their exodus to Madeenah and

in the thirteenth year of the Prophet’s mission in Makkah, under the

cover of night, the Prophet would escape an attempt on his life and flee

into the deserts of Hijaaz with Abu Bakr en path to Madeenah.

In Madeenah the Prophet’s social position would dramatically change as

he now found himself head of the majority of the inhabitants of

Madeenah who had accepted Islam, as well the leader of the most

powerful local political unit in a small area consisting of, in addition to

the Muslim community and remaining pagan Madeenans, a number of

influential Jewish tribes. Here a small independent state would be

founded in which the full vision of Islam’s ethos could be realized and

practiced without fear of persecution. 
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The foundations that were paved in Makkah would be fully embraced by

the community of the faithful comprised of the Prophet’s fellow

emigrants from Makkah and the Aws and Khazraj tribes of Madeenah.

The development of Muslim society would become centred on a new

Masjid built in Madeenah and dedicated to the worship of one God in

which the Prophet would daily oversee the purification of his followers

and teach them the scripture and wisdom continuously being revealed

and inspired in him. Without the obstacles of the Makkan pagans, Islam

would pour deeply into hearts in this early phase as the Prophet’s own

conviction and mercy would create a community of believers sincerely

determined to model their lives on the righteous example and way of

the Prophet.

Moreover, the Prophet, in addition to imparting, guiding and modeling

Islam for the community on a daily basis, as well as initiating new

converts from in and outside Madeenah, would lay the foundations of

the new state through enacting a series of policies designed to ensure

the general public welfare of the community through securing their

communal interests. This included policies aimed at ensuring the

physical health of the community, policies aimed at facilitating the

moral regulation and growth of the local economy centred on

agriculture, commerce and domestic household production, as well as

policies aimed at simultaneously ensuring the semi-autonomy and

cohesion of the different religious constituents Madeenah was made up

of. What ensued was the emergence of a small state to regulate small

but vital dimensions of the new society of the faithful and complement 
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its ethico-religio culture. It would also act as a central authority in

maintaining order and mediating between a disparate group of religions

that were to enjoy semi-legal and social independence.

However, the Prophet’s arrival had disturbed and thwarted the

aspirations of some local bases of power in Madeenah and in particular

two internal civil disturbances would surface alongside the ongoing

external strife with the Qurayshites whom had been responsible for the

persecution, expulsion and illegitimate seizure of the emigrants

property and whom continued to persecute new converts in Makkah and

threaten the muslim community abroad in Makkah.

In this week the main themes of this period will be explained and

clarified.
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In this week we will investigate Madeenan society in the later phase of

the Prophet’s tenure there. This crucial period would witness a

moderate expansion in legislation as a set of well-defined obligations

and rights were received by the community of the faithful and adopted

in different spheres of their communal life. In particular, key laws and

etiquettes would be introduced into domestic and economic life in order

to clearly define roles, rights and duties, safeguard interpersonal

relations through eliminating practices that could lead to oppression

and exploitation and also mediate and regulate conflicts and

disputations that might arise. This involved a period in which the ethos

consolidated in the Makkan and early Madeenan phases based on mercy

and magnanimity would be tempered by a pragmatism that aimed at

ensuring that an adequate level of decency and propriety was

maintained in different aspects of intra-personal life.

In particular we will take a look at the field of domestic production and

economic exchange. The Makkan period had instilled in the believers an

ethic of generosity and simplicity in life. This had led in the Madeenan

early phase to the emergence of a charitable society in which

reciprocity through the practices of donations, gifts and bequests was a

pivotal factor in ensuring that all Madeenans enjoyed a sufficient

material means to support their religious way of life. Moreover, a policy

of swift, organized and just redistribution through the Prophet as the

head of state meant that any wealth received by the Madeenan treasury

was immediately disseminated so as to ensure the well being of

disenfranchised segments. Hence, the Makkan ethos had created a

mode of material production and distribution that largely 
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depended on the communities industriousness, high virtues and close

solidarity. This would create a balanced life in which more than enough

time remained to fulfill their desire for the pursuit of knowledge and

practice of purification and rituals both communally with the Prophet in

Madeenah’s Masjid and individually in the precincts of their own

dwellings. 

However, the Prophet would now move also to implement a series of

laws that would regulate exchanges. Principles, conditions and

adjudication relating to a vast array of existing transactions would be

instituted. These included principles eliminating uncertainty, deception,

chance, usury and unwholesome elements in transactions, as well

regulating a vast array of exchanges including the bartering of food,

reception of goods for advanced payments, the ratification of contracts

and so forth. In all of this the Prophet would dedicate a part of his day

to examining and adjudicating new cases and disputes, and overseeing

the daily economic life of the community. 

Next, we will return again to the spread of Islam. By the seventh year of

Hijrah, a year known as the year of expeditions (‘Aam Al-Wufuud), Islam

would dramatically spread throughout the surrounding tribes of Arabia

as delegations flooded into Madeenah either to embrace Islam and offer

allegiance or affiliate themselves with the rising strength of the

Madeenan state. Moreover, having (1) repelled a major attack on

Madeenah in which both the Prophet’s internal and external enemies

allied in order to uproot the Muslim community, (2) endured both the

Makkans’ refusal to allow the Prophet and his community to 

perform Hajj to Makkah and their continued persecution of 
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converts in Makkah, and (3) sustained a tragic and costly breach of a

peace treaty signed between the Prophet and the Makkans by the

Makkan side, the Prophet would enter and liberate Makkah forgiving his

enemies and bringing it under his control. With this the original religion

of the Makkans would be restored.

These final years would be some of the busiest of the Prophet’s years

and having received the final revelations and overseen the

establishment and consolidation of Islamic society and state, the

Prophet would impart his final teachings in the Farewell Pilgrimage at

Makkah, retire to Madeenah for his final days of prayer and in his 63rd

year return to his Lord to the shock of his beloved community.
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The final week of this subject will be dedicated to a discussion of the

military campaigns of the Madeenan state, with the Prophet at its head.

The Ghazawaat have constituted a central part of the narrative of

Seerah from the earliest sources until contemporary times due to the

numerous military engagements that the Madeenan state participated in

and the expressions of chivalry, self-sacrifice and honour they

represent.

As was explained in previous weeks the central theme of the Seerah is

the struggle against the manifestation of Hawaa (desire) in all its

diverse dimensions-beginning first and foremost with the elemental

struggle against one’s own inner passions and inclinations-and

voluntary submission and conformity to the Truth and the path (Shariah).

In the Quranic semantic world the word Jihad represents the concept of

strenuous struggle on this path of liberation and ethical betterment. In

the Seerah of the Prophet we see this ethos reach consummation in the

Prophet and his companions unwillingness to bow to persecution and

willingness to make the ultimate material sacrifice for the cause of the

new Madeenan society in the form of laying down their lives, health and

wealth in order to ensure its survival, success and spread.

As Muslim jurisprudents highlight, in Madeenah the Prophet now took on

a new role that was the natural outcome of the new circumstances of

his mission of Messengerhood: that of the head of a state [Imaamah].

Madeenah represented a flourishing society founded on an ethico-

religious culture that aimed to promote and protect goods such as 
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religion, life, reason, wealth, progeny and dignity and in whicha small

state was instituted in order to compliment this vision and order. 

However, as has been previously explained, one of the pretexts for the

founding of the Madeenan state was the expulsion of the Prophet and

his Makkan companions from Makkah and an ongoing climate of hostility

from Makkah. Moreover, ensuring free access to Makkah in order to

reform this pillar and hub of the pagan order that had replaced the

Abrahamic religion was pivotal for the ongoing proselytizing goals of

the Islamic community. Hence, in the second year after the Hijrah

permission would be given to the Prophet as the head of Madeenan

state to organize and mobilize militarily against the Makkans in order to

remove the source of oppression and focal point of Hawaa, the

Qurayshite leadership and oligarchy. Consequently, several key battles

would be fought between the Madeenan State and the Makkans. 

Furthermore, the gradual spread of Islam in different tribes of Arabia

(such as the Ash’ari tribe) had created tense situations in different

regions of Inner Arabia in which hostile tribes prevented tribes that had

embraced Islam from reaching Madeenah easily and safely. In addition,

in the later years of the growth of the Madeenan state would attract the

attention of superpowers abroad, namely the Byzantium and Ghasanid

Empires. 

As a consequence of this climate, the expanding hegemony of

Madeenah would now adopt a general policy of offensive military

engagement 
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with these multifarious domestic and foreign antagonists leading to a

series of small scale battles in which the Prophet along with community

of the faithful would risk their lives and wealth in order to ensure the

ongoing survival, independence and growth of Islam embodied in

Madeenan society. However, this general policy also included peaceful

unarmed co-existence with states like the Christian Abysinnian Empire.

Moreover, key military victories would precipitate the political

expansion of the minimal state of Madeenah. This would allow Islam to

be more easily conveyed and accessed in the region through the

establishment of new Islamic communities modeled on Madeenan

society around Arabia. Unlike previous colonial powers whose main

focus had been material aggrandizement, the Prophetic Liberations or

Futuhaat would have a moral spirit in which exerting power was not its

primary goal but rather conveying and presenting Islam’s vision and

example of an ethico-religious order.

In this week the preceding points will be explored. Moreover, in

conclusion of the course some brief comments will be made on the

period of the Rightly Guided Caliphs in the post-Prophetic period

following the Prophet’s death, an epoch that has been frequently

appended to written histories of the Prophet’s Seerah due to its ethical

continuity with the preceding Prophetic society.
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Week 6: Preliminary considerations for an Islamic Philosophy of

Science

Week 7: The Scientific Attitude, and the Existential Mood

Week 8: Design in Nature

Week 9: The Sciences in the view of Bediuzzaman Said Nursi

Week 10: Closing considerations for an Islamic Philosophy of Science

Week 1: Charting the Landscape: Science and its Cultural Significance

Week 2: What’s in a word? The naming of ‘Science’ and the history of a

tradition

Week 3: The Social Epistemology of Science: Science and Scientists in

the Modern Society

Week 4: The Metaphysics of Modern Science: Naturalism

Week 5: Science and The Human

SECTION 1: DECONTRUCTION
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You will be introduced to a number of important issues in the

philosophy of science through examining seminal moments in its

history and its present, with an aim to understanding the cultural and

social significance it has come to possess. 

‘Science’ is a culturally ubiquitous and powerful socio-epistemic

institution ranging over and touching many if not all aspects of modern

human life. Cited across the higher echelons of national and

international policy to winning a debate over social media, there is little

doubt that for much of the modern world and its modern subjects it

holds an esteemed epistemic position of authority on a very substantive

range of issues.

Of special importance is the significance attributed to this loosely

defined program of knowledge acquisition concerning the question of

existence (ontology) and ultimate ends (teleology). The question of

‘what exists’ has for some decades now been deemed a ‘scientific’

question and only a scientific question. What existence is for, that is to

say, what, if anything, is its ‘end’, its goal, its purpose, has either been

discarded as a question not worth asking or minimised to fit into the

narrow parameters of a ‘scientific inquiry’. It is not uncommon

nowadays for science popularisers and mass media personalities to

echo such sentiments. 

SUBJECT SYNOPSIS 
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We are told that “Science has now shown us that life has no meaning”

and “You are nothing but a random collection of particles on an

insignificant pale blue dot, in a vast and endless cosmos”. Modern

Science and a number of other factors which grew up around it, has

enabled a careful analysis of one aspect of the world, namely, its

material constitution and the relations between its constituents. This

has brought about a world of technological discoveries from which we

have undoubtedly benefited. However, these discoveries have also

opened up a pandora 's box of incomprehensions and misgivings over

what real knowledge is, and consequently, what knowledge is

knowledge worth pursuing. A failure at the level of organising our

knowledge has led to failures in the ways in which we deploy our

knowledge, as is evident in the contemporary debates over technology

and its uses.

Our goal then in this course is to deconstruct the conventional tropes

of ‘Science’ and its place in our lives as a distinctly human activity, in

order to explore in a preliminary manner what a potential reconstruction

may look like.

SUBJECT SYNOPSIS (CONTINUED) 
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Acquire a basic understanding of how we go about trying to define

‘Modern Science’.

Understand the multifaceted conditions through which it arose and

came about and the significance of this history to aspects of its

contemporary status.

Appreciate its contemporary socio-cultural and broader educational

significance.

Be able to comprehend so-called scientific critiques of domains that

lie beyond the purview of scientific theorising.

Gain an appreciation of certain ethical problems related to the

technological and industrial applications of science.

Appreciate the fixed nature of certain kinds of knowledge that

‘science’ can never in principle undermine or change.

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 
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‘Rethinking Islam & the West: A New Narrative for the Age of Crises’ 

How vulnerable is the world? by N.Bostrom and M.Merwe

'Rethinking Islam & the West: A New Narrative for the Age of Crises’ 

How Popperian falsification enabled the rise of Neoliberalism 

In this first lecture we will look at some of the motivations that underlie our

exploration of the topics in this course. We do this by commenting on some of

the general features of the modern world wherein ‘Science’ finds its honoured

place. We touch upon the notion of the practice, its institutions and place in our

societies, the cultural role it has come to play, and the urgency with which many

thoughtful people are required to come to terms with it, if our intellects,

societies, purpose and place on this planet are to be saved.

This introductory lecture will lay the groundwork for exploring a number of its

aspects in greater depth in the subsequent lectures.

Required Reading

by Ahmed Paul Keeler

Introduction: The Power of the Present Narrative pp9-14

Recommended Reading

by Ahmed Paul Keeler

Introduction: The Age of Crisis pp14-20

by Charlotte Sleigh
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‘Philosophy of Science: A Very Short Introduction’ by Samir Okasha

Video: What the Natural Sciences Do not Explain - Alasdair MacIntyre

With the general features of our picture in place we will now delve into the

particular tradition of inquiry that we all know, even if only vaguely, as ‘Science’.

The term ‘Science’ as it is used today broadly describes the program of inquiry

of what is more accurately known as ‘Modern Science’. ‘Science’ from the latin

scientia from scire means ‘to know’. An important question for us to explore

then is what kinds of intellectual activities are today designated as a ‘science’,

as a thing to be known, and what kind are not, and why?

We here build on the foundations laid in the first lecture by exploring the origins,

development and contemporary manifestations of ‘Science’ as an intellectual

program of rational inquiry into the world.

 

Required Reading

Chapter 1: What is Science pp1-2

Recommended Reading/Listening
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The Social Dimensions of Scientific Knowledge

“But almost all of us must sometimes wonder: Why are we here? Where do we

come from? Traditionally, these are questions for philosophy, but philosophy is

dead . . . Philosophers have not kept up with modern developments in science.

Particularly physics.” ~ Stephen Hawkings, The Grand Design

 

Claims such as the one made by Hawkings are not uncommon today amongst a

rising tide of science popularisers and a mass society given to this technocratic

authority. Modern Science is an inherently  social activity, in that the beings

involved in this activity are human beings acting in unison and collaboration with

other human beings for the purported end of understanding and affecting

aspects of our world.  An acknowledgement of the social dimension of science

is an acknowledgement of the structures that influence it such as, worldviews,

grants, corporations, research interests, to name a few. Of course the influence

of power is not totalising nor incorrigibly spoiling of the search for truths about

our world, however knowing what it looks like as it manifests in the domain of

science will help those who care to think of such matters hold the scientific

establishment to account and thus keep science on track.

 

Required Reading
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What is Naturalism

For our concerns, perhaps the most important aspect of this initial

deconstruction is understanding naturalism, a metaphysical thesis about the

world that undergirds the conceptualisation and activity of modern science. The

former, conceptualisation, takes its cue from what is termed ontological

naturalism and the latter, methodological naturalism. We will here examine

some features of these two prongs of the naturalistic thesis and ask what of it is

justified, and what of it goes along as an unquestioned and forgotten

assumption. We will also scrutinise the broader philosophical thesis of

‘Naturalism’ that proposes ‘nature’ exhausts all of reality, querying the particular

ways this metaphysics has infected much of modern educated thought and

sentiment.

 

 

Required Reading

Tying Your Camel: An Islamic Perspective on Methodological Naturalism,

Edward Moad
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The Technology of Happiness by Edward Omar Moad

In this lecture we explore some of the implications of science, its discoveries

and ambitions, on the human being. We will ask what benefit and harm is as it

pertains to the things that science has made possible for us of knowledge and

technology, and how we are to be in a highly scientific world subject to the

observation and control of nature. We also consider the various changes to the

human being, his person and society, that science has or could in the near future

make possible. This lecture rounds off a number of points explored in previous

lectures.

 

 

Required Reading
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The History and Philosophy of Islamic Science, Chapter 1: Religious

Consciousness and the Scientific Spirit in Islamic Tradition, Osman Bakar.

The History and Philosophy of Islamic Science, Chapter 11: Muslim

Intellectual Responses to Modern Science, Osman Bakar.

In the first of these reconstructive lectures we will explore some basic

definitions and issues of an ‘Islamic Philosophy of Science’ asking what exactly

makes it ‘Islamic’ and how does or would this affect the way in which ‘science’

is conceptualised and carried out. Historical, social, political and economic

factors will be brought up in order to paint a picture of the Muslim world’s

relation to the rise of modern science and their encounter with the scientifically

charged and technologically advanced Western world. 

 

Required Reading

Recommended Reading/Listening
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Peak ellipsis: Does philosophy reside in the unsayable or should it care only

for precision? Carnap, Heidegger and the great divergence.

The existential mood it is argued in this lecture is a necessary accompaniment of

a genuine scientific attitude. Every distinct domain of the sciences has as its

underlying unifying quality, that of being, or existence itself. Thus it is argued that

to know any particular aspect of being, as is the activity of science, we must

continually bring to mind the logically required attitude and mood that is evoked

by the fact that all those particular aspects of existence, whether atoms in

physics, cells in biology, or societies in sociology, they all share Existence itself

in common. This lecture will investigate some of the implications of this scientific

attitude - existential mood relationship.

 

Recommended Reading
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Basic reading on the notion of design 

How Do We Decide if Something Is Well Designed or Poorly Designed?

In this lecture we will look at the notion of ‘design’ and how it may be

understood in relation to the natural world. ‘Design’ has been under attack by

atheist thinkers past and present who seek to persuade us that any and all

‘design’ in nature is simply an illusion. We will examine and critique a few of

these claims as well offer some thoughts on a novel articulation of the concept

of ‘design’. Additionally we look at the claims of contemporary Intelligent Design

theorists, and ask about what they get right and what they get wrong.

The natural world is the object of our contemplation of Divine Names,

understanding what it

could mean to say it is designed can aid us in this ultimate activity.

 

Required Reading

Recommended Reading
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In the "Eleventh Ray" of his celebrated Risale-i Nur, Bediuzzaman Said Nursi

avers, "All the sciences you study continuously speak of God and make known

the Creator, each with its own particular tongue."

In this session, we will take Nursi's words here as our starting point and aim to

answer two broad questions: What is the sense in which the sciences, or the

phenomena described by the sciences, speak of the Creator? And what is the

rational basis for taking such a view of the sciences?

 

 

Guest teacher Turhan Yolcu 
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Science Curriculum from an Islamic Worldview, Omar Qureshi

In this final lecture we will summarise some of the salient themes that we have

covered over the course and examine some of their implications for us as

learners seeking beneficial knowledge. We will also look briefly at how our

institutions, particularly schools at the primary and secondary level, could stand

to benefit from a more critical and nuanced appreciation of science and its

philosophies.

 

 

Required Reading
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